Evidence from Keewatin (Central Nunavut) for Paleo-Ice Divide Migration
Nouvelles données sur la migration d’une ancienne ligne de partage glaciaire au Keewatin (centre du Nunavut)

Isabelle McMartin et Penny J. Henderson

Des indices d’écoulement glaciaire ont été compilés à partir d’une cartographie à grande échelle sur le terrain et à l’aide de la photo-interprétation dans la région du Keewatin au centre du Nunavut. L’abondance d’affleurements rocheux à facettes multiples, de stries entrecroisées, de formes profilées superposées et d’unités de till empilées, notamment sous l’ancienne ligne de partage glaciaire du Keewatin, est le résultat de la migration de la ligne de partage glaciaire principale sur 500 km dans la région du Keewatin au cours de la glaciation du Wisconsinien. Ce paysage glaciaire est le vestige d’un glissement minimal sous la ligne de partage glaciaire et des variations de vitesse d’écoulement causées par le déplacement des centres d’écoulement. Les âges relatifs des familles d’écoulement glaciaire ont permis de reconstituer de nombreuses phases glaciaires anciennes, qui sont affectées par les centres d’écoulement situés à l’extérieur de la région et par une ligne de partage glaciaire locale jusqu’à la déglaciation. Ces résultats réfutent les interprétations antérieures quant à l’âge et à la stabilité de la ligne de partage glaciaire du Keewatin et ils aident à mieux comprendre les trains de dispersion glaciaire et l’exploration minérale dans la région du Keewatin.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent models for inception, growth and retreat of the Laurentide Ice Sheet propose ice accumulation and flow out of upland areas west of Hudson Bay, on Baffin Island, and in Quebec-Labrador, and late ice remaining longest in those same areas (e.g. Shirts, 1980a; Boulton et al., 1985; Andrews, 1987; Dyke and Prest, 1987; Clark et al. 1996; Dyke, 2004). Details of ice sheet reconstructions are commonly based on patterns of paleo-ice flow features (i.e. striations, bedforms) and distributions of glacially dispersed debris. These data, although extensive, are largely undated and, consequently, there is much discussion on the flow dynamics of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. Evidence for the dynamic nature of ice dispersal centres is provided by extensive field measurements of multi-directional glacial striations (e.g. Kleman, 1990; Veillette et al., 1999; Veillette, this volume), regional mapping of palimpsest glacial landforms (e.g. Skea and Brown, 1989; Mitchell, 1994), and large-scale compilations of glacial lineations from satellite imagery (e.g. Boulton and Clark, 1990a; Kleman et al., 1994; Clark, 1994, 1997; Clark et al., 2000). Assessing the mobility of ice domes and ice divides throughout the Wisconsinan glaciation has become of critical significance for developing accurate concepts of the history and configuration of the ice sheet, a prerequisite for modeling past climates and earth history (Peltier, 1996; Kleman et al., 2002; Marshall et al., 2002).

The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) recently conducted systematic mapping of ice-movement indicators over the Keewatin region in central mainland Nunavut (Fig. 1). This new mapping consisted of field measurement of erosional ice-flow indicators on bedrock, compilation of glacially streamlined landforms from aerial photographs, and re-examination of glacial stratigraphy as it relates to ice-movement chronology (McMartin and Henderson, 1999, 2004). It builds on previous surficial mapping in the area by the GSC at 1:125 000 scale (Arsenault et al., 1981; Aylsworth et al., 1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1981d, 1984, 1986, 1989), and drift compositional studies at local and regional scales (i.e. Shirts, 1971, 1973, 1977; Klassen, 1995, 2001). Prior to our recent mapping, cross-striations and streamlined landforms indicated diverse ice-flow trends but their relative ages and significance to the regional ice-flow history remained poorly known.

This area of central Nunavut, a portion of the former District of Keewatin of the Northwest Territories, straddles parts of the ‘Keewatin Ice Divide’, recognized and defined by Lee et al. (1957) as a discrete dispersal centre, but essentially interpreted as a deglacial feature. Later, the Keewatin Ice Divide was redefined as a relatively static, long-lived feature of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (e.g. Shirts et al., 1979; Shirts, 1980a). More recently, Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) proposed a highly dynamic Laurentide Ice Sheet with a mobile divide in Keewatin, yet supporting the multi-domed ice sheet models of Shirts, Dyke and others. Thus far, the history of the Keewatin Ice Divide, and its relative stability throughout the last glaciation, is still subject to debate (e.g. Klassen, 1995; Dyke et al., 2002), and most modelling exercises have yet to attempt to explain ice divide migrations (e.g. Tarasov and Peltier, 2004).

In this paper we provide an ice-movement chronology in an area of complex ice flow by integrating both glacial stratigraphic and landforms, and we re-evaluate the significance of the Keewatin Ice Divide throughout the last glaciation. Our interpretations lead us to support a much more dynamic behaviour for the Keewatin Ice Divide than previously realised. The results are presented and incorporated with previous work in the area, and discussed with respect to the paleogeography maps of Dyke and Prest (1987) and the recent deglaciation maps of Dyke (2004).

REGIONAL SETTING

The study area lies near the centre of the area covered by the Late Wisconsinan Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS) west of Hudson Bay (‘Keewatin Sector’: Prest, 1970). Surficial features in the region (e.g. eskers, ribbed moraine, streamlined landforms) form a distribution pattern that is roughly concentric about a zone mainly characterized by the absence of eskers (Fig. 2). Till is the dominant surficial deposit and occurs as fluted and diurninsformed terrain, ribbed moraine and till blankets of varying thickness (1-20 m). The terrain is rather featureless, consisting of flat-lying to rolling plains with numerous lakes of varying size commonly elongated NW-SE, parallel to the dominant regional
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ice-flow direction. Relief is low, rarely exceeding 150 m, with highest elevations at approximately 290 m asl southeast of Princess Mary Lake and 331 m asl between Rankin and Chesterfield Inlets (Fig. 3). The land slopes gently towards Hudson Bay through three sub-drainage basins: Kazan, Lower Thelon and Northwest Central Hudson Bay (Environment Canada, 1986). Flights of raised marine strandlines occur as high as 169 m asl in the Kaminak Lake area but regionally, the marine limit decreases northerly from approximately 161 m around Yathkyed Lake to 130 m west of Pitz Lake, reflecting the distribution of remnant ice within lake basins in the area of the Keewatin Ice Divide (Shilts, 1986). Deglaciation of the area occurred between 7.2 and 6 ka BP (Dyke, 2004).

The study area is predominantly underlain by Canadian Shield rocks of the western Churchill Province (Hearne Domain), which comprise Archean gneiss terranes, supracrustal belts and associated plutons, for the most part deformed during the Proterozoic (Paul et al., 2002). Remnants of unmetamorphosed Proterozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Dubawnt Supergroup outcrop in the most northwestern part of...
the area (Fig. 1). These rocks are lithologically distinct from the metamorphosed lithologies of the Archean terrane (Gall et al., 1992) and thus are useful as ice-flow indicators.

**PREVIOUS RESEARCH**

Previous regional ice-flow indicator mapping in the area included the measurement of a number of ice-movement erosional features, generally with poorly defined relative chronology, mapping of glacial landforms and lineations interpreted from aerial photographs or satellite imagery, and recognition of glacial dispersal trains at different scales. The following is a summary of literature related to the Quaternary geology of the study area with emphasis on the debate over the duration and location of the Keewatin Ice Divide.

Early interpretations of striations led Tyrrell (1897) to suggest a ‘Keewatin Glacier’ centered in the District of Keewatin that served as one of a number of dispersal centres around Hudson Bay. He proposed three stages in the growth and decline of the ice sheet from centres of outflow shifting progressively to the southeast by up to 400 km. In contrast, Flint (1943) proposed the model of a single ice dome centred over Hudson Bay during the last glacial maximum. In the early 1950s, new field work by the GSC in the ‘barren grounds’ provided a more detailed record of ice-flow indicators in Keewatin (Craig and Pyles, 1960; Lee, 1959; Lord, 1953; Wright, 1967). This work led Lee et al. (1957) to recognize and define the Keewatin Ice Divide as the zone occupied by the last glacial remnants of the Laurentide Ice Sheet west of Hudson Bay. Lee (1959: p. 23) stated “there is no field evidence to indicate that the Keewatin Ice Divide was active during the initial and maximum stages of the Wisconsin glaciation”. Later Prest et al. (1968) summarized the work of Lee and others on the Glacial Map of Canada, showing glacial landforms and cross-cutting striae with undetermined relative ages.

The District of Keewatin was the focus of an extensive drift-prospecting program in the mid-1970s by the GSC. Ice-movement indicators demonstrating pervasive ice flow towards Hudson Bay and a long dispersal train of red Dubawnt lithologies extending to the Hudson Bay coast was used to infer stability and longevity of the Keewatin Ice Divide (e.g. Shilts et al., 1979; Kaszycki and Shilts, 1979, 1980). Shilts (1980a) argued that the distance of glacial transport and time constraints required to produce the Dubawnt dispersal pattern reflected a sustained southeastward ice flow over the region throughout one or more glacial stades of the Wisconsinan glaciation. Nonetheless, evidence for an earlier southward flow across Keewatin was recognized from striations and southward transport of erratics (e.g. Lord, 1953; Lee, 1959; Shilts, 1973; Cunningham and Shilts, 1977). This was used by Cunningham and Shilts (1977) to suggest a southeastward migration of the ice divide, an idea originally proposed by the pioneering work...
of Tyrrell (1897), Cunningham and Shilts (1977) also reported late striations indicating northwestward and westward flows northwest of an arcuate zone extending through Forde and Pitz Lake in the northwest part of the study area ("last position of Keewatin Ice Divide") on their Fig. 1, p. 311).

Based on air-photo interpretation, and some ground observation mainly in Keewatin, Aylsworth and Shilts (1989) used a compilation of landforms and materials for the northwestern Canadian Shield to provide a regional interpretation of concentric glacial landforms around the Keewatin Ice Divide (cf. Fig. 2). These authors characterized the divide as a broad area with low-relief hummocky moraine, few streamlined landforms and no dendritic esker systems. They placed the divide in a curvilinear zone extending northeastward in Keewatin, consistent with the 8.4 °C ka Keewatin Ice Divide of Dyke and Prest (1987). In contrast to Dyke and Prest (1987) though, Aylsworth and Shilts (1989: p. 3) reported that "although the dispersal centre had migrated eastward and southward, (...), it probably migrated no more than 100 km².

Despite the acceptance of the last general position of a divide in the region, refinements of its dynamics have continued. In the 1990s, Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) used satellite imagery over North America to reveal crossing drift orientations, namely in the area of the Keewatin Ice Divide, and to infer mobility of outflow centres within the Laurentide Ice Sheet throughout the last glacial cycles. Based on till composition near Baker Lake, Klassen (1995, 2001) showed strong evidence for southeastward dispersal under the Keewatin Ice Divide area, hence supporting the southeastward migration of the divide. Based on the examination of stratigraphic sections of till along the Kazan River, Klassen (1995) observed differences in provenance related to changes in the location and orientation of the Keewatin Ice Divide, but he also reported that correlations with overburden drill-core information in the area (i.e. Shilts, 1980b) remained unclear. The preservation of "old landforms" in Keewatin revealed from Landsat imagery and aerial photographs was used by Klerman et al. (2002) to infer a cold-based thermal regime and a dome in northern Keewatin during ice sheet build-up. Detailed striation measurements north of Baker Lake led Utting and McMartin (2004) to identify a rotation of the Keewatin Ice Divide from an east-west to a more northeast-southwest orientation. Based on cross-cutting striations and superimposed landforms in the Schultz Lake area, McMartin and Dredge (2000) suggested that much of the glacial landscape at Schultz Lake was related to older flows, older than the Keewatin Ice Divide itself, hence indicating mobile, well-based ice and a transitory ice divide in the region during the last glaciation.

METHODOLOGY

The determination of paleo-ice flow patterns in the study area included the measurement of the orientation of small-scale glacial features on bedrock such as glacial striae and grooves. Field observations were made from over 800 sites in 1997, 1998 and 1999 between latitudes 62° and 64° N and longitudes 92° and 98° W. Figure 4 shows a compilation of the detailed striation measurements (small arrows). Summary arrows shown on Figure 4 give a local interpretation of the underlying data in terms of relative age, general direction and spatial continuity (cf. section below). The complete datasets and more detailed maps are available digitally in McMartin and Henderson (2004). Many rock surfaces inscribed with striations or more sets of crossing striae were observed, particularly under the area of the former Keewatin Ice Divide (Fig. 5). To unravel the sequence of events, it was imperative to sort out the sense of ice flow and the crosscutting relationships of facets and striae. The sense of flow was determined from crenation and tail relationships of various scales, stoss-and-lee topography, crescentic gouges, chattermarks, and roches moutonnées (Fig. 6). Relative ages of straited facets were determined (where possible) by evaluating their relative positions at the outcrop scale (Fig. 7) (cf. Lundqvist, 1990; Stiea, 1994).

Existing surficial geology maps for the study area (Arsenault et al., 1981; Aylsworth et al., 1981a, 1981b, 1981c, 1981d, 1984, 1986, 1989) provided an extensive database of subglacial bedforms such as drumlins, fluting and crenations, and other landform indicators of paleo-flow (i.e. eskers, ribbon moraine, etc.). In light of the new erosional observations on bedrock, landforms were systematically re-mapped in 2003 by air-photo interpretation. Previously unrecognized landforms and many cross-cutting and superimposed streamlined landforms were recognized (Fig. 8). These are combined on Figure 9 with all the landforms derived from existing maps.

The study of till stratigraphy in naturally exposed sections was used to provide additional evidence of change in provenance associated with the ice-flow record. One till section exposed along a stream west of Pitz Lake and two multiple-till sections along the Kazan River south of Baker Lake were examined (see Fig. 2 for location). Detailed observations of the three sections were gathered on stereographs, tikka, structure, lithology, and clast fabric. Samples were collected at about 50 cm intervals for lithologic and geochemical analysis (McMartin and Henderson, 2004).

SEQUENCE OF ICE FLOWS

The record of successive paleo-ice flows is revealed by cross-striaations, lee-side preservation of old striations, and cross-streamlined landforms. It is extensive and complex across the entire region, indicating large-scale patterns of ice sheet flow and their changes through time. Based on (1) the regional association of striation sets having similar or continuous trends and the same relative age relationships (cf. Fig. 4), and (2) analogous cross-cutting relationships between landforms (if preserved), a sequence of regional glacial flowlines regrouped into ice-flow sets (cf. Clark, 1994) was established for the study area (Fig. 10). Below we present an interpretation of the relative sequence of flow changes in chronological order, from the oldest recognized ice flows thought to have occurred prior to deglaciation, to the most recent flow(s) related specifically to deglaciation of the Keewatin region.

PRE-DEGLACIAL ICE-FLOW SETS

Southwesterly flows

The earliest flows recognized in the study area are to the southwest (Fig. 10A). The evidence is subtle but found across
FIGURE 4. Relative ice-flow sequence determined from the cross-striation record (1 = oldest) of the study area. Large arrows represent the local interpretation of the detailed striation measurements (small arrows) collected recently (n = 814 sites) or reported in previous work (n = 86 sites). The general ice-flow directions are grouped by relative ages and spatial continuity. Relative chronology at each outcrop is available in McMartin and Henderson (2004).

Séquence relative de l’écoulement glaciaire dans la région à l’étude déterminée à partir des stries entrecroisées (1 = plus anciennes). Les grandes flèches représentent l’interprétation locale des mesures détaillées des stries (petites flèches) observées récemment (n = 814 sites) ou déjà publiées (n = 86 sites). Les directions générales de l’écoulement glaciaire ont été regroupées par âge relatif et selon leur continuité spatiale. La chronologie relative déterminée à chaque affleurement est disponible dans McMartin et Henderson (2004).
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FIGURE 5. Beneath the former Keewatin Ice Divide area, ice-flow direction changed almost 180° between phases. Distinctive outcrops were produced. (A) Multi-faceted outcrops forming small trigonal pyramids are common in the Yathkyed Lake area. The pyramidal shape is the result of glacial erosion from three divergent ice-flow directions. Two of the truncated surfaces are commonly well striated. (B) Opposing roches moutonnées indicating ice flow to the WNW and to the ESE on a small island in Thirty Miles Lake. The surfaces bear strias and talus tails of opposite sense on this composite landform.

the entire area with isolated deep strias and grooves trending 209° to 236°. In addition, early south-southwesterly striations (163°-202°) were measured at a few sites. Early striations indicating a southwest flow have been reported within maps adjacent to the study area (Cunningham and Shilts, 1977; Schau, 1981; McMartin and Dredge, 2005), along the Dubawnt River (Tyrrell, 1997), in the Back River area (Taylor, 1956), and as far north as Wager Bay (McMartin and Dredge, 2005) and perhaps Committee Bay (Little, 2001). Early southwesterly glacial landforms were not observed in the study area although Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) recognized relict southwesterly oriented drift lineations directly north of the area.

There is little indication of southwestward glacial dispersal in central Nunavut, except perhaps Schau (1981) who found some evidence for glacial transport of erratics (<10 km) to the southwest of an outcrop of calc-silicate and marble rocks north of Baker Lake.

South-southeasterly flow

The second oldest event indicates ice flow towards the south-southeast (Fig. 10A). Ice flow during this event is slightly divergent and recorded by early striations and grooves trending 164° to 181°, more pervasive around Kaminak Lake and along Hudson Bay (Fig. 4). This broadly southerly flow was recorded in the region at a few sites (Tyrrell, 1987; Lord, 1953; Lee, 1959), and old southward striations appear occasionally on GSC 1:125 000 scale surficial geology maps covering the area (Arsenault et al., 1981; Aylsworth et al., 1984). Cunningham and Shilts (1977) and McMartin and Dredge (2005) reported early southerly striations in the Baker Lake and Schultz Lake areas. At least a dozen streamlined landforms trending in the same direction as nearby old southerly striations lead us to suggest that some relict bedforms in the study area can be attributed to this ice-flow event. Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) showed early drift lineations oriented south-southeast in the study area.

Evidence for southward glacial transport in the region is not obvious, although Cunningham and Shilts (1977) observed erratics of quartzite of presumed Early Proterozoic age in central Nunavut, except perhaps Schau (1981) who found some evidence for glacial transport of erratics (<10 km) to the southwest of an outcrop of calc-silicate and marble rocks north of Baker Lake.

Eastery flow

The third oldest regional event was east-southeastward (Fig. 10A). Evidence for this parallel flow is regionally extensive but generally less well preserved than the southerly flow. Deep strias and grooves trending 94° to 122° are found at several sites. This flow has never been directly reported in the study area although Nadeau and Schau (1979) observed roches moutonnées and red erratics north of Chesterfield Inlet, providing evidence for a pervasive eastward flow preceding the last south-southeastward flow in that area. It is not certain...
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FIGURE 6. (A) Delicate striae preserved on mafic volcanic rocks south of Wthkyed Lake. The sense of flow (northward; to the upper right of photo) is derived from miniature whaleback forms. (B) Roche moutonnée indicating ice flow towards the SE (to the upper left of photo) in the Rankin Inlet area. (C) Large rat tail indicating ice flow towards the SE (top of photo) south of Rankin Inlet. Scale is 7 cm long. (D) Deep striae, gouges and crescentic fractures north of Kaminak Lake indicating ice flow towards the SE (top of photo).

(A) Stries fines préservées sur des roches volcaniques mafiques au sud du lac Wthkyed. Le sens de l’écoulement (vers le nord; coin supérieur droit de la photo) est déterminé à partir de petites formes en dos de baleine. (B) Roche moutonnée indiquant un écoulement glaciaire vers le sud-est (coin supérieur gauche de la photo) dans la région de Rankin Inlet. (C) Grande queue-de-rat indiquant un écoulement glaciaire vers le sud-est (haut de la photo) au sud de Rankin Inlet. L’échelle fait 7 cm de long. (D) Stries profondes, brouettes et marques en croissant au nord de lac Kaminak indiquant un écoulement glaciaire vers le sud-est (haut de la photo).
However, whether this eastward flow corresponds in age with the old eastward flow reported here.

Deep striae and small crag-and-tails in bedrock indicating ice flow towards the NW (1) are preserved on the lee surface (south) of an outcrop noticeably striated to the SE (2), creating a bevelled facet. Deep striae and grooves indicating ice flow towards the SE (1) are preserved on the gently sloping lee-side of surfaces striated towards the ESE (2). This relationship is thought to reflect late glacial ice flow associated with lobate ice-front positions.

Till stratigraphy along the Kazan River led Klassen (1995) to suggest an early eastward flow in the region (Lower till at his section KC, p. 50). Examination of two Kazan River sections (KR-A and KR-B) indicates at least three distinctive till units, of which the lowest till is thought to have a provenance from the west (McMartin and Henderson, 2004). At section KR-A, the lowest till (unit D) is separated from the overlying unit by stratified sediments and a sharp colour change (Fig. 11). The relative proportion of Dubawnt clasts is high in relation to greenstone/plutonic lithologies, and several base metal concentrations are low in that unit (e.g. Pb, Zn), suggesting transport over Dubawnt lithologies and, hence, an easterly direction of glacial transport. Clast fabrics in this unit are weak but the relative chronology interpreted from striations measured on outcrop exposed across the river is consistent with an early eastward flow (Fig. 11).

Southeasterly flows

Evidence for old (i.e. pre-deglacial) southeasterly flows occurs sporadically over much of the area, mainly in the stratification of the till.

FIGURE 7. (A) Opposing sets of striations south of Kaminuriak Lake. Deep striae and small crag-and-tails in bedrock indicating ice flow towards the NW (1) are preserved on the lee surface (south) of an outcrop noticeably striated to the SE (2), creating a bevelled facet. (B) Sets of striations preserved on a large island south of Rankin Inlet. Deep striae and grooves indicating ice flow towards the SE (1) are preserved on the gently sloping lee-side of surfaces striated towards the ESE (2). This relationship is thought to reflect late glacial ice flow associated with lobate ice-front positions.

(A) Stries opposées au sud du lac Kaminuriak. Des stries profondes et de petits crag-and-tails rocheux indiquant un écoulement glaciaire vers le nord-nord-ouest (1) sont préservées sur la surface aval (sud) d’un affleurement manifestement strié vers le sud-est (2), formant ainsi une facette biseautée. (B) Stries préservées sur une grande île au sud de Rankin Inlet. Des stries profondes et des cannelures indiquant un écoulement glaciaire vers le sud-est (1) sont préservées sur la pente descendante du côté aval de surfaces striées vers l’est-sud-est (2). On pense que cette relation reflète un écoulement glaciaire tardif associé à des postions lobées de la marge glaciaire.
record (Fig. 4, SE(1)). These older flows are divided here in two sets on the basis of their relative age relationship with northerly flows (described below): (1) southeast flows pre-dating northerly flows, occurring north of Kazan River (Fig. 10A, SE(1)), and (2) southeast flows post-dating northerly flows, recognized essentially south of Kazan River (Fig. 10A, SE(2)), and only diferentiated from later convergent southeasterly flows when occurring at significantly diferent directions (cf. Fig. 10B).

The first set is indicated by old striations trending 125° to 144°, commonly superimposed by north to northeasterly striations (Fig. 10A). Well developed crag-and-tails that can be associated with this early southeastward flow occur mainly between Princess Mary Lake and Pitze Lake, and the composition of till and underlying stratigraphies on bedrock at section 30M-A west of Pitze Lake suggest it was a pervasive erosional ice-flow event (McMartin and Henderson, 2004). North of Pitze Lake, ancient southeasterly trending striations and till crag- and-tail landforms observed as far north as Schultz Lake attest to the extent of this paleo-ice flow (Cunningham and Shilts, 1977; McMartin and Dredge, 2005).

The second set indicates a nearly parallel flow with striations, grooves and rare roches moutonnées trending 134° to 146°, crossingcutting northerly striations (Fig. 10A). At several sites in the Yathkyed Lake area, two or three sets of striations record a progressive counter-clockwise shift from southeastward to eastward, indicating this old southeastward set is closely linked in age with the deglacial convergent ice flows (see below). Indeed, this sequence is reversed in the Chesterfield Inlet area, where the striation record indicates a clockwise shift from south- eastward to a more southerly direction.

The primary direction of glacial transport in surface till across the study area is southeastward (Shilts, 1973; Rider and Shilts, 1974; DiLabio, 1979; Shilts et al., 1979; Coker et al., 1992; Henderson, 2000; Klassen, 1996, 2001; McMartin, 2000; McMartin et al., 2003a). Although few till provenance studies were completed west of Kazan River, glacial transport in directions other than southeastward was shown to be lim- ited in the Pitze Lake area (Klassen, 1996). Moreover, glacial stratigraphy along the Kazan River east of Pitze Lake indicates that surface till was largely deposited by ice flow to the south- east, presumably during this event (Klassen, 1996). Likewise, at both sections along the Kazan River (KR-A and KR-B), the two upper tills (units A and B) have a relatively low percentage of Dubawnt lithologies, a high percentage of greenstone/ plutonic lithologies, and high base metal concentrations, com- pared to lower diamicton unit(s) (Fig. 11). This composition indi- cates a provenance in the crystalline terrane outcropping north of the two sites. Till fabrics at both sections vary in strength, but suggest southeasterly (unit B) and south-southeasterly (upper till – unit A) ice flows (McMartin and Henderson, 2004).

Northwest flows

A regional-scale flow reversal is recognized in the western portion of the study area with persistent north to northnorth- westward erosional ice-flow indicators (334°-306°) (e.g. Fig. 8A), as far east as Kamuriak Lake (Fig. 10A). In the same area, numerous outcrops are moulded in two opposite directions, sometimes three, forming small trigonal pyramids (Fig. 5A). North-northwesterly striations are commonly found protected on lee-side surfaces of outcrops glacially moulded to the south- east (cf. Fig. 7A), indicating they pre-date the latest southeast- erly flows south of Kazan River. Scattered old northeasterly stria- tions were reported earlier in the Yathkyed Lake area by Tyrrell (1897), Lord (1963) and Coker et al. (1992), and they are abun- dant in the entire Schultz Lake map area to the north (McMartin and Dredge, 2005). Streamlined landforms that can be associ- ated with this north-northwesterly flow are abundant in the west- ern part of the study area (Fig. 9). They form large relit drum- lines and crag-and-tails, occasionally superimposed or crosscutted by more recent landforms (Fig. 8A). Locally, north and west of Kazan River, there is evidence that the north-north- westward flow later shifted to the northwest (317°-334°), as indicated by cross-striations and cross-streamlined landforms (Fig. 10A). A similar counter-clockwise rotation in ice-flow trends was reported north of the study area (Utting and McMartin, 2004; McMartin and Dredge, 2005).

Evidence for northward glacial transport is indicated by the presence of distinctive intrusive dolomite boulders over the Yathkyed greenstone belt derived from Hurwitz Group out- crops to the south (McMartin and Henderson, 1999). In Section KR-A, a thin diamicton unit (unit C) shows a marked increase in total Dubawnt clasts, specifically in arkosic sand- stone (McMartin and Henderson, 2004), indicative of a very local provenance (Fig. 11). This, together with the clast fab- ric, suggests this unit was likely deposited during a northerly ice-flow event. Compelling evidence for northward dispersal was also recently found in the Schultz Lake map area to the north with the distribution of Thelon sandstone and dispersal of Dubawnt volcanic clasts from the Baker Lake Basin (McMartin et al., 2006).

DEGLACIAL ICE-FLOW SETS

Dubawnt Lake ice stream flow

A highly convergent flow pattern of late striations and streamlined landforms trending west to northwest occurs in the northwestern portion of the study area (Fig. 10B). The flow pat- tern extends back to the Keewatin Ice Divide area, and slightly beyond (cf. Fig. 2). Striations trending 125°-326° in this area are superimposed on all of the other flow-sets described above, indicating that the convergent flow represents the last major active flow in this area. Associated westerly to northwesterly-trending short and/or narrow drumlinoid features are commonly superimposed on large drumlins and crag-and-tail landforms indicative of northward flow (Fig. 8A). This flow set is only post- dated south of Kazan River and around Yathkyed Lake by deglacial southeasterly flows, and locally by an opposite easter- nly flow near Pitze Lake (see below). McMartin and Dredge (2005) mapped the abrupt northern limit of the westerly ice- flow indicators immediately south of Schultz Lake. We believe this ice-flow pattern is part of the convergent onset zone of the Dubawnt Lake ice stream that extends westerly into the higher portions of the Thelon River basin as far as longitude 106°W (Stokes and Clark, 2003). These authors suggested the ice stream operated during deglaciation 9-8.2 ka BP and that the ice-stream lineaments were produced synchronously, providing a snapshot view of the ice-stream bed immediately prior to
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FIGURE 8. Stereograms of intersecting streamlined landforms in the area of the former Keewatin Ice Divide (within NTS 65P, see Fig. 9 for location). (A) West of Forde Lake, large drumlins indicative of northward ice flow are superimposed by ripples and crag-and-tails formed by the north-northwestward convergent flow of the Dubawnt Lakes ice stream. (B) Intersecting landforms indicating nearly opposite flows south of Kazan River. Opposing crag-and-tails originate from the same crag (shown as a circle) at several sites. Although landforms associated with the north-northwestward flow are best preserved, the relative age of striations measured on nearby outcrops suggests that southeasterly flow was last in this area. Arrows represent crag-and-tails and straight lines represent other glacial lineations in till. (Source: Aerial photographs A14887 85-86 (A) and A14703 7-8 (B); National Air Photo Library, 1955, 1:58 000 scale).
shut-down. Although there is currently no evidence for glacial transport in a westerly to northwesterly direction in the north-west part of the study area, current work on till provenance in the Schultz Lake area suggests some westerly dispersal from the Baker Lake Basin (McMartin et al., 2006).

Local easterly flow

Late striations trending 88°-111° and streamlined landforms indicative of an easterly flow are found locally on either side of Thirty Mile Lake and west of Pitz Lake (Fig. 10B). Below a 6 m high till section immediately south of Pitz Lake, striae, crescentic fractures and stoss-and-lee microtopography indicate an easterly flow (McMartin and Henderson, 2004). At two sites 20 km north of Pitz Lake, well defined, late easterly striations were found on glacially shaped outcrops (McMartin and Dredge, 2005). These ice-flow indicators are opposite to and post-date the Dubawnt Lake ice stream set (cf. Fig. 5B), indicating a late inversion of ice flow within a local remnant ice mass.

Southeasterly convergent flows

Over most of the study area (essentially southeast of Kazan River and Pitz Lake), dominant striations, grooves and roches moutonées range from eastward to southward (95°-178°) (Fig. 4, SE(2); Fig. 6B-D), indicative of convergent ice flows to the southeast from the Keewatin Ice Divide area (Fig. 10B). Streamlined landforms follow this regional trend and occur over much of the area (Fig. 9), except within a central linear zone over the Kaminuriak Lake basin, and on either side of Chesterfield Inlet where drift is thin and bedrock is principally composed of coarse-grained orthogneisses (Paul et al., 2002). Convergence of flowlines is presumed to be a result of ice divide geometry and reflects the arcuate configuration of the last position of the divide in this area (i.e. concave towards Hudson Bay). Although the flowlines are depicted as a continuous flow set on Figure 10B and thereby assumed to be part of one population, we find strong evidence suggesting they formed time-transgressively as the ice front retreated.
Figure 9. Map of streamlined landforms (drumlins, flutes and crag-and-tails) compiled from existing surficial maps (n = 3,900) or recently interpreted from aerial photographs (n = 4,401) of the study area (modified after McMartin and Henderson, 2004). Small boxes in NTS 65P indicate the location of Figures 8A and 8B.
The patterns of ice-flow features appear disjointed in many areas, show cross-cutting of bedforms and are not consistently parallel (Fig. 9), indicative of a time-transgressive imprint that is continuously reorganized during margin retreat (cf. Clark, 1999). Further evidence is provided by superimposed DeGeer moraines at oblique angles to the well-preserved streamlined landforms, suggesting retreat direction was not always parallel to the regional direction of ice flow. In a number of these areas, streamlined landforms are also reoriented obliquely to the regional southeastward ice-flow direction, either to the east-southeast or to the south-southeast (cf. Fig. 9), producing a complex pattern of ice-flow patterns that can be easily confused without regional mapping and field work. Late deglacial striations associated with lobate ice front positions in contact with marine waters are found in several areas below about 100 m asl, namely where marine calving bays probably moved up Rankin Inlet and Chesterfield Inlet (Fig. 10B). Moreover, near large continuous eskers (<3-4 km on either side), the latest striations can be found at pronounced angles to the esker ridge, suggesting lateral movements of ice towards the esker tunnel (Fig. 10B; cf. Repo, 1954).

**PALEO-ICE FLOW HISTORY**

We have presented above a relative chronology for the ice-flow sets and assigned most of them a pre-deglacial age. The Dubawnt ice-stream flow, and the time-transgressive convergent flows into Hudson Bay, are clearly believed to be deglacial flows. Because we have no indication of the absolute ages of the other ice-flow sets, it is not clear if the pre-deglacial flows...
were formed entirely during the Wisconsinan glacial period or whether they include palimpsests of earlier glaciations. In conjunction with geological data gathered in surrounding areas and work in progress, we now group the ice-flow sets into phases of ice flow for the Keewatin region, propose ice divide positions, and compare them with existing ice-sheet reconstruction models (Fig. 12).

PHASE A

Early flows to the southwest across Keewatin, and perhaps as far north as Committee Bay, may have dispersed from a centre located northeast of the study area within mainland Nunavut, or farther north, maybe as far as Foxe Basin (Fig. 12). Boulton and Clark (1990b) suggest an early outflow centre in northeast Keewatin or northern Baffin Island, which agrees with the old southwestward flow presented here. These authors tentatively attribute southwesterly oriented drift lines to the earliest Wisconsinan ice-sheet expansion (Flow stage A, p. 338). Likewise, Kleman et al. (2002) place an outflow centre over Baffin Island and the Melville and Boothia peninsulas, expanding into Keewatin at 90-84 ka BP. Given that the position of the ice divide during Phase A is considerably different than that proposed for following phases, it seems probable that Phase A predates the last glacial maximum (LGM), and occurred during the Early-Mid Wisconsinan, or during a previous glaciation.
PHASE B

Phase B reflects a major southern expansion of ice across the study area, and is presumably responsible for the presence of Dubawnt erratics in till of Northern Manitoba. The northern extent of the southerly flows lies immediately north of Schultz Lake, east of Tehek Lake and across Wager Bay (Cunningham and Shilts, 1977; McMartin and Dredge, 2005). Pervasive, opposite, early northward erosional forms and glacial dispersal have been observed west of Committee Bay to the north (Phase I, McMartin et al., 2003b). If these opposite flows were contemporaneous, we believe a dispersal centre or major ice divide may have been positioned in Keewatin, between the study area and Committee Bay, and across Wager Bay (Fig. 12). Based on the robust nature of northward ice-flow indicators (i.e. roches moutonnées and bedrock flutings), their consistent direction over large areas, and their good preservation at high elevations, Little (2001) and McMartin et al. (2003b) assigned a LGM timing for this northward phase west of Committee Bay. Kleman
et al. (2002) positioned a dome in northern Keewatin by 73 ka BP based on old southerly striations (Tyrrell, 1897; Lee, 1959) and till lineations. Similarly, Boulton and Clark (1990b) assigned an Early Wisconsinan age for south-southeasterly flows from an early ice divide trending north-south in northern Keewatin (Flow Stage B, p. 338). Without any evidence for relative ages, these authors assigned a later age for early, opposite northerly lineations (Flow set 5, Stage C1, p. 338). We argue that the opposite spatial relationship between old southerly flows in the study area and the northerly flows close to and north of Wager Bay suggests these flows were part of the same phase, yet of uncertain age. If the ice divide position we propose in Keewatin during this Phase is valid, then it represents a southwestward movement of the ice divide by a minimum of 300 km.

**PHASE C**

This Phase represents an early advance of ice into the region from an undetermined position in the Northwest Territories (Fig. 12). If the eastward lineations regrouped into Flow set 10 of Boulton and Clark (1990b) are of the same...
age, then it probably extended across the Back River Basin. In addition, old eastward striations were found recently in the higher Thelon River Basin as far west as longitude 104° (Hardy, 2004). This phase may be responsible for the observation of scattered Dubwaut erratics and red till northeast of the Dubwaut dispersal train that stranded in the upper lake basin (Schau, 1979; McMartin, 2000). Perhaps in parts of the Dubwaut train, the apparent direction of southeastward dispersal also results from the effects of southward dispersal reoriented easterly. Dyke et al. (1982) and Dyke and Prest (1987) proposed an ice dome west of the study area (>500 km) during LGM with associated southeast-east-southeast flow lines, and postulated its eastward migration into Keewatin from 12 to 9 ka BP. If the zone of maximum erosion is expected to move outward when an ice sheet achieves maximum thickness (i.e. Boulton, 1996), then the faded nature of the associated eastward ice-flow indicators does uphold the hypothesis that this phase is of LGM age. Alternatively, it may have occurred during ice-sheet build-up prior to LGM, or as the ice sheet retreated after LGM.

PHASE D

The strong evidence for southeastward glacial transport in the study area, in particular across the central axis of the Keewatin Ice Divide (Zone 1 of Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989), as well as the ubiquitous southeastward erosional ice-flow indicators, suggests Phase D was a major erosional phase in the Keewatin region. Southeast flow must have been from a divide first located northwest of the final position of the Keewatin Ice Divide in order to bring Dubwaut clasts from the Baker Lake Basin into the entire study area (Fig. 12), an idea first proposed by Kaszczuki and Shilts (1980, Keewatin Ice Divide position 3, Fig. 6), and later by Klassen (1995) to explain the composition of surficial deposits in the Pitz Lake area. The position of the divide in Figure 12 is constrained by the lack of evidence for southeastward transport of distinctive carbonate erratics in surface till from a small Paleozoic outlier west of Schultz Lake (Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989), by the up-ice limits of striations in the Schultz Lake area, and by opposite directions of ice-flow indicators within a narrow zone west of Wager Bay (McMartin and Dredge, 2005). The western-most position of the divide is not known although Boulton and Clark (1990a) placed a divide with converging southeastward flows about 250 km northwest of the position proposed here (Flow Stage D, p. 338). The question of where streamlined landforms begin under an ice divide produces the main difference between the two ice divide positions. In addition, Boulton and Clark (1990a) used a group of ‘south-southeast’ lineations north of Tehek Lake to gather their ice divide position whereas detailed field work in this area clearly indicates a north-northwestward ice flow (Ulting and McMartin, 2004). Besides, as discussed earlier, we believe the convergent southeastward flows occurred much later during deglaciation. The age of Phase D is not known, though it may coincide with LGM or shortly after.

PHASE E

Phase E indicates a major reversal of flow in the western part of the study area as the ice divide migrated towards the southeast by as much as 250 km from its last position in Phase D (Fig. 12). The migration appears to have resulted from the clockwise rotation of the divide to a more NNE-SWW position, with the centre point stable in the upper lake southeast of Wager Bay as indicated by McMartin and Dredge (2005). This flow is significant in that it implies that a zone of outflow existed in the Kaminak-Kaminuriak Lakes area, southeast of the last position of the Keewatin Ice Divide, and prior to the latest southeastward flows in that area. Based on northward flowing indicators measured along the northern shore of Yathkyied Lake, Tyrrell (1897) defined the latest position of a centre of outflow southeast of Yathkyied Lake during deglaciation. In fact, this is probably the first phase that shows evidence for deglaciation, at least for regions to the north of the study area. As suggested by Boulton and Clark (1990a), the southeast shift in the position of the divide conceivably reflects the progressive drawdown associated with development of flow through Hudson Strait, and/or was triggered by the inception of the Dubwaut Lake ice stream (their Flow Stage G1).

Near Tehek Lake, the latest flow is more northerly (Ulting and McMartin, 2004), and may represent the head of an ice stream flowing northward in the Back River basin (Fig. 12), perhaps forming a lobe in Queen Maud Golf at 8.5 ka BP (Dyke, 2004). A northeastward ice flow into paleo-Committee Bay (Phase II, McMartin et al., 2003b) may have been operating during this phase as the ice front retreated and formed a calving bay in that area (9-8.5 ka BP, Dyke, 2004).

PHASE F

Between Phase E and this phase, the ice retreated to the Chantry Moraine System and the McAlpine Moraine at 8.2 ka BP (Dyke, 2004). The Dubwaut Lake ice stream was operating in the Thelon River valley (Stokes and Clark, 2003), extending back to areas close to the ice divide. After 8.2 ka BP, the ice stream shut down, the ice front continued to retreat easterly, and the ice divide probably began to migrate back to the northwest as shown on Figure 12 at Phase F, North of Wager Bay, the ice flow became more northerly, perpendicular to an ice front that is oriented into a general east-west configuration (Phase III, McMartin et al., 2003b). South of the divide, the southeastward flow commenced to become convergent as a result of marine drawdown into a rapidly retreat ing calving front in Hudson Bay (8-7.7 ka BP, Dyke, 2004). Deglaciation occurred over large areas in contact with deep lakes or marine waters, producing a lobate ice sheet with streamlined landforms fanning out to accrete end moraines. Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) assumed the convergent southeastward-trending drift lineations in the area were middle Wisconsinan in age, therefore occurring much before the Dubwaut Lake ice stream. We showed evidence that the convergent southeastward ice flows operated time-transgressively as deglaciation proceeded across Keewatin.

PHASE G

Between about 8 and 7 ka BP, the ice front retreated significantly as the marine calving bay moved up rapidly into Hudson Bay, leading to the splitting of the ice sheet in two
masses on either side of Hudson Strait (Dyke, 2004). The final position of the ice divide depicted on Figure 12 at Phase G lies across Yathkyed Lake, Pte Lake, the western part of Baker Lake, and over the uplands south of Wager Bay. It indicates a northwestward shift of about 100 km from the position at Phase E. In the study area and within the Schultz Lake map sheet to the north, the ice divide position is constrained by the limit of late southeastward ice-flow indicators. This is the position that has been shown in previous maps and reports (Cunningham and Shilts, 1977; Shilts et al., 1979; Shilts, 1980a; Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989) as the location of the Keewatin Ice Divide sensu stricto. After 7 ka BP, the remaining ice mass, covering basically the Keewatin Ice Divide Zone 1 of Aylsworth and Shilts (1989), is further split in two small masses on either side of Chesterfield Inlet as the sea invades the Thelon River valley before final deglaciation after 6.5 ka BP (Dyke, 2004).

EVIDENCE FROM KEEWATIN (CENTRAL NUNAVUT) FOR PALEO-ICE DIVIDE MIGRATION

The widespread preservation of crosscutting glacial erosional forms (striae, grooves, roches moutonnées, etc.) and ice-moulded landforms in central Nunavut reflects a sequence of regional ice-flow events of different directions at different times. This study shows that the most recent ice-flow events have not destroyed all evidence of previous ice-flow directions, particularly in the glacial erosional record. As many as five discrete orientations of striations are preserved at several sites in the area close to the Keewatin Ice Divide (cf. Zone 1 of Aylsworth and Shilts, 1989). The profusion of opposed and superimposed streamlined forms beneath the former ice divide is indicative of ice flowing from considerably different directions, distinct from those associated with the last position of the Keewatin Ice Divide. Aylsworth and Shilts (1989) suggested the constructional landforms within and around the former ice divide were related to ice flowing from the divide during much of the last glaciation. Alternatively, we believe that much of the glacial landscape under the former Keewatin Ice Divide relates to older flows, and that the coexistence of ice directional indicators of different orientation throughout the study area reflects the transitory nature of ice divide(s) in the region.

Given that horizontal ice velocity, and therefore glacial erosion, is minimal under ice divides (e.g. Benn and Evans, 1998), it has been suggested that deformation of landforms by multiple flows can only occur at some distance from an ice divide (Clark, 1993). Close to or beneath the former Keewatin Ice Divide, within a zone of a minimum of 150 km in width, we find evidence for a range of subglacial modification of landforms from the intact survival of pre-existing landforms, to superimposed landforms, to strong deformation where the most recent lineations become dominant. With increasing distance from this zone, the landforms predominantly reflect the last ice-flow patterns and only isolated relict bedforms are found, unless the abundant ribbed moraines in this area are interpreted as the result of crossing drift lineations (e.g. Boulton, 1987). If we follow Clark’s argument that the ice-flow velocity may be the main determinant of the degree of deformation, then the observed continuum of landforms indicates significant changes in flow velocity that can only be obtained by migrating ice divide(s).

Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) suggested that areas covered by the Laurentide Ice Sheet with a large number of glacial lineations reflect less intense glacial erosion and debris transport, and correspond to general locations of migrating ice divides. In the study area, the complex record of small-scale erosional forms and the evidence for attenuated opposing ice-flow indicators, along with relict landforms and relict deposits, imply that both erosion and deposition were occurring at various times during glaciation. While Kaszycki and Shilts (1980) also envisioned the idea of alternating erosion-deposition under active ice, they did not invoke significant changes in the position of ice divides and flow patterns. In the Keewatin region, the major shifts observed in ice-flow directions, the multiple-fill stratigraphy along the Kazan and Thelon Rivers, and patterns of glacial dispersal to some extent, are compatible with proximity to a migrating ice divide, and suggest there was a major input of subglacial sediment for some of the ice-flow events, while for others there was probably no input but only minor erosion/deformation of existing surfaces. On the other hand, shifts in ice flow were probably occurring too rapidly for total reorganisation of the bed, or for a gradual change in the direction of ice flow. Rapid shifts in ice flow separated by periods of relative stability could explain the occurrence of ice-flow indicators in discrete sets (e.g. Clark, 1993).

Boulton and Clark (1990a, 1990b) also suggested that the basal zone of little or no basal flow can be up to 200 km wide under dispersal centres and that no significant glacial lineations can occur in this zone. For that reason they proposed that the appearance of the Keewatin Ice Divide was a bogus feature produced by the use of lineations of different ages to define the divide, and by the reactivation of the divide (Boulton and Clark, 1990b; Fig. 16). Alternatively, we suggest that the absence of eskers over the divide zone and the radial pattern of eskers and ribbed moraine around the Keewatin Ice Divide strongly argues against a false ice divide position. Moreover, similar to that reported in contemporary ice sheets near ice divides (i.e. Wilch and Hughes, 2000), flowlines probably extended nearly to the ice drainage divide, as recorded by striation limits and to some extent by corresponding landforms.

SUMMARY

An ice-flow sequence was reconstructed in the Keewatin region of central Nunavut through the careful mapping and correspondence over broad areas of striae and glacial landforms. The sequence of paleo-ice flows presented herein...
shows that a zone of outflow within the Laurentide Ice Sheet existed in Keewatin, possibly through much of its Wisconsinan history, as originally proposed by Tyrell (1897) and later by Shifts (1980a). Nonetheless, the observation of multi-faceted and cross-striated outcrops, palimpsest streamlined landforms and stacked tills of distinct provenance in the study area indicates shifting ice-flow centres, where relatively slight shifts in either the configuration or location of the zone of outflow, or both, produced drastic changes in ice-flow directions.

The record of successive flows suggests that a divide shifted several times in different directions in Keewatin, by as much as 500 km between phases, prior to the final decay of the LIS towards its last position. Earlier imprints of glacial flow were modified and overprinted by the younger ice-flow patterns but the patterns of cross-cutting ice-flow sets document the evolving geometry of the ice sheet that generated them. The relict glacial landscape underneath the Keewatin Ice Divide Zone 1 of Aylsworth and Shifts (1989) reflects protection under the ice divide because of low-velocity basal sliding, and changes in flow velocity as a result of ice divide migration.

A sequence of seven distinct regional phases of ice flow which was established in the Keewatin region from Phase A, which probably occurred prior to LGM, during the Early Wisconsinan or perhaps prior to the last glaciation, to Phase G before final deglaciation. Flows during Phases A and C were probably from ice centres external to the region. The others stemmed from local ice centres and divides in central Nunavut, and particularly from the Keewatin Ice Divide area from Phase D through deglaciation. The discordances in flow direction during the last deglacial flows into Hudson Bay suggest the convergent south-easterly flows continuously operated during margin retreat.

This work argues against a stable Keewatin Ice Divide throughout the Wisconsinan glaciation, and lays the foundation for a new and revised glacial history for the Keewatin Sector of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. The work also questions previous interpretations of large erratic dispersal patterns, such as the Dubawnt dispersal train, and provides a framework for understanding glacial dispersal trains from mineralized bedrock, and, consequently, has important implications for mineral exploration in the Keewatin region.
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